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A Note from the President
This report captures EQUATIONS work of 2018-2019 detailing our research studies,
campaigns, consultations and policy critiques. “Who really benefits from tourism” has
remained the central question that EQUATIONS has focused on since its inception in 1985.
The initiatives taken by the Ministry of Tourism, Government of India focuses on
infrastructure, investments and more tourists. To achieve this they plan to come up with
more schemes, open up more regions and create more products. The central and state
governments across a range of ideological spectrum have been promoting religious tourism
through a variety of schemes, policies and projects. About 68 infrastructural projects worth
5700 crores have been sanctioned under Swadesh Darshan scheme of which 25% are for
religious circuits and 24 infrastructural projects worth 727.16 crore rupees have been
identified in 19 states under PRASAD. It is clear that economic aspects take precedence over
social, cultural, political and environmental issues. During this year, EQUATIONS has
continued to document the manifestation of religious tourism and its socio-politicaleconomic impact on the local communities, living in the religious tourism destinations.
Cruise tourism forms an important part of the tourism development under the Blue
Economy model of development which India has adopted in the last couple of years. India
Cruise Lines Association, an association of cruise line owners in India have been actively
lobbying for relaxations to promote cruise tourism in India- such as exemptions in taxes,
privileges for international travellers. EQUATIONS is presently conducting a study on Blue
Economy from tourism perspective to highlight the impacts of blue economy model of
development on the coastal communities and its ecosystems.
During this period, the discourses on child protection issues have focused on the impact of
legal reform on child rights in India. This is a phase when India has witnessed Designers
Pledge for Child Labour-free Fashion World in one hand and on the other child rights
organizations were able to include issues concerning children in the election manifesto of
political parties. The President of India has passed the Ordinance to provide death penalty
for rapists of girls below 12 years. EQUATIONS along with its collaborating organisations has
challenged this ordinance highlighting the negative impact of such an ordinance in
addressing child sexual exploitation in India.
To give a push to the women’s political representation in India and on the campaign on
women’s 33% (and now 50%) reservation in the State Assembly – an effort to increase and
strengthen women’s political decision making in the country. EQUATIONS became a
member of the campaign called ‘Shakti’, which got massive support of women from
different walks of life including political representatives.
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To build awareness on tourism issues with students and academics we engaged with
tourism teaching institutions in south India and at the National level. We engaged with the
tourism industry on the issue of the protection of children in tourism, community based
tourism, tourism’s accountability to local communities and social justice as well as on the
issue of women and on the rights of workers. We have strengthened our network in
Andamans and Nicobar Islands, North-Eastern states and in Himalayan region to highlight
the impacts of tourism and to build an understanding of community based tourism - its
values and principles. Our alliances with civil society organisations and groups on land,
forest rights, coastal and environmental groups, rights of marginalised communities and
informal sector (vendors, artisans, sex workers) continues.
We have continued our engagement with various central and state level Ministries and
other government bodies such as the Ministry of Tourism, Madhya Pradesh Tourism
Development Corporation, Karnataka Ecotourism Development Board, Karnataka
Department of Women and Child Development, the State Commission for the Protection of
Child Rights in West Bengal, Bihar, Jharkhand and Madhya Pradesh and National
Commission for the Protection of Child Rights, New Delhi.
In this year we see the transition in the leadership of EQUATIONS from Ms Aditi Chanchani
to Ms Joyatri Ray. I wish Ms Aditi Chanchani all the very best for her future endeavours and
convey my best wishes to the current Director Ms Ray as she takes on this responsibility
with new vigour.
During the year 2019-2020, we aim to consolidate our efforts to build campaigns and
advocacy actions that would influence the mainstream discourse in travel and tourism in
India.

Mario Pinto Almeida
President
Equitable Tourism Options (EQUATIONS) Society
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Context of our Work1
Tourism has been a major social phenomenon of societies all over the world. It is driven by
the natural urge of every human being for new experiences, and the desire to be both
educated and entertained. They are mainly attracted by either the scenic beauty of its
nature or by fascinating leisure, sports and adventure activities offered by the destination.
India is a large market for travel and tourism. It offers a diverse portfolio of niche tourism
products - cruises, adventure, medical, wellness, sports, MICE, eco-tourism, film, rural and
religious tourism. India has been recognized as a destination for spiritual tourism for
domestic and international tourists. During 2018, Foreign Exchange Earnings from tourism
increased 4.70 per cent year-on-year to US$ 28.59 billion. Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs)
increased 5.20 per cent year-on-year to 10.56 million in the same period. During 2018,
arrivals through e-tourist visa increased 39.60 per cent year-on-year to 2.37 million. The
Indian government has also released a fresh category of visa - the medical visa or M visa, to
encourage medical tourism in the country. India Brand Equity Foundation predicts that by
2020, medical tourism
industry of India is
expected to touch US$ 9
billion.
The launch of several
branding and marketing
initiatives
by
the
Government of India
such
as
‘Incredible
India!’ and ‘Athiti Devo
Bhava’ has provided a
focused impetus to
tourism development.
In October 2018, Statue
of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, also known as ‘Statue of Unity’, was inaugurated as a tourist
attraction. It is expected to boost the tourism sector in the country and put India on the
world tourism map.
The Government has also been making serious efforts to boost investments in tourism
sector. In the hotel and tourism sector, 100 percent FDI is allowed through the automatic
route. A five-year tax holiday has been offered for 2, 3 and 4 star category hotels located
around UNESCO World Heritage sites (except Delhi and Mumbai). Total FDI received by
Indian hotel & tourism sector was US$ 12.35 billion between April 2000 and March 2019.

1

This section is written based on articles in the national and local media
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Policy
International Policies
The World Tourism Organization in collaboration with United National Development
Programme (UNDP) released two reports a) Tourism and the Sustainable Development
Goals – Journey to 2030 and b) Tourism for Development. The two-volume report
showcases 23 case studies from around the world of tourism contributing to sustainable
development in all its dimensions. A Memorandum of Understanding was signed between
the Ministry of Tourism and the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Government for
the Republic of Korea to strengthen cooperation in the field of Tourism.
National Policies
At the national level, the Ministry of Tourism has appointed a private consultancy agency to
conduct a survey of the MICE sector in India and recommend ways to improve and
strengthen the India Convention Promotion Bureau structure. The agency will also be
examining economic and social impact of any conference, conclave or convention in a
destination.
The Government of India has set up the National Culture Fund, which received about INR
904.80 lakhs from Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) contributions for development
works at the historic monuments in last three years. National Commission for Children
asked the central portal to put out states’ report card on the child protection Act and
legislations for prevention and prohibition of child labour and child marriage.
State Policies
Many states have either announced their tourism policies or are in the process of working
on one. Odisha and Uttarakhand have announced new tourism policies and Maharashtra
and Goa have hired KPMG as external consultants to draft new tourism policies. The focus
of these policies has been on boosting tourism growth.
The serious concern is about absence of the voices of multiple stakeholders to formulate a
policy that will balance all interests. The function of the State is also to regulate tourism.
Economic Policy
In the document ‘Strategy for New India @75’ - NITI Aayog envisages to increase India’s
share in International tourist arrivals to 3%. To achieve this, a lot of regulations in different
realms are relaxed - for example permits around film tourism, regulations around food
licenses for budget hotels, etc. The Budget of 2019 allocated Rs 2,189 crore, 0.08 per cent of
the total budget outlay of Rs 27.8 lakh crore, for the development of tourism in India.
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Labour
This period saw an increasing mobilisation by the labour against the anti - labour policies of
the state like that of New Industrial Policy - which promises ease of doing business and
single window clearances putting labour laws in the backseat.
At an international level the policies by different countries are assumed to affect Indians in
various ways, for example - the removal of cap by UK for skilled migrants is welcomed but
the nationalisation of jobs in Dubai and the protectionist strategy of US would put the
labour market in peril.
Industry & Infrastructure
The Centre has approved Rs 8,606 crore for 60 projects being implemented under the
umbrella scheme of Border Infrastructure and Management to meet special development
needs of people living in those areas. The projects are being implemented in 17 states – 111
border districts having the international borders with Pakistan, China, Nepal, Bhutan,
Myanmar and Bangladesh. The core of the scheme is infrastructure development such as
roads, schools, primary health centres, community centres etc. but a significant component
of it is to promote rural tourism and border tourism.
Infrastructural projects under the PRASAD and Swadesh Darshan schemes worth 190.46
crore have been approved, giving a facelift to major religious hotspots, which in turn will
attract major footfall to the four projects in three states of Meghalaya, Gujarat and Uttar
Pradesh . There have been a lot of efforts channellised recently to develop the tourism hubs
of all kinds, but mainly religious and cruise tourism. Night Safari, Ropeway, Boating and lot
more have been planned around the Statue of Unity.
The opening up of air routes and investment in developing infrastructure in cities under the
UDAAN scheme has come to much benefit and is projected to increase domestic and foreign
tourist footfall. Although the budget 2019 seems to not offer much to aviation sector, the
policies have been forged to incentivise air travel and diversification of air routes.

Environment
Western Ghats
The IUCN World Heritage Outlook report 2, which examines the conservation status of
World Heritage Sites, places the Western Ghats in the bracket of significant concern for the
Asia region. The National Green Tribunal passed an order restraining the six Western Ghats
states (Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Goa and Gujarat) from giving any more
environmental clearances for any projects in the Western Ghats.
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Forests
Tourism in forest areas in India has been dominated by the word “ecotourism” in the last
few years. We continue to see a push for ecotourism development across the country. This
has come in the form of introducing certain activities, such as bicycle tours, which are
considered to be less harmful to the forest ecosystem. States like Bihar, Maharashtra and
Kerala have taken policy measures with respect to this. Through all these ventures of
Ecotourism, while the goal is on increasing tourist numbers, there is very little thought given
to how increasing tourist numbers would also have multiple impact on forest areas.
Ecotourism is used to justify increasing tourist footfalls instead of attempting to understand
what would make the tourism sustainable to the ecology.
Coasts and Islands
The Draft Coastal Regulation Zone 2018 and the Draft Island Coastal Regulation Zone 2018
are the new policies that were proposed and passed in the last year, in which tourism has
received a massive impetus and tourism activities in some form or the other are proposed in
all CRZ Zones. NITI Aayog has plans to open up more than 20 islands of Andaman & Nicobar
and Lakshadweep for tourism. As the first step the Tourism initiatives in both these Islands
were unveiled by NITI Aayog and an investor’s meet was also organized in New Delhi.
Cruise tourism
Cruise tourism is seen as one of the coastal development agendas by upgrading cruise ports
and cruise related infrastructure at Mumbai, Goa, Mangalore, Kochi and Chennai. The
Government has also been providing various relaxations for the operations of cruise vessels.
The relaxations and push for cruise tourism have come in many forms such as providing
certainty of berthing, priority to cruises over cargo ships, up to 40% discount on a number of
charges that are applicable to cruise ships, and exemption from biometric verification for
cruise tourists. The global experience of cruise tourism has shown that it rarely benefits the
country which provides the infrastructure for docking and landing. Cruise tourists rarely
bring any tourist income to the docking countries as cruises are designed to be selfsufficient.

Legislation
Forests
In the Western Ghats region, a recent significant development has been the Supreme court
order (August 2018) that shut down 27 resorts in the elephant corridor. The order is part of
the elephant corridor case, which asks for elephant corridors across India to be protected.
The MoEF&CC finalised the first draft of the comprehensive amendments to the Indian
Forest Act, 1927 (IFA) and circulated it among the different states, to hold consultation with
all stakeholders. This new law has draconian provisions that prejudice the rights of Adivasis
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and allow for the forest department to take control of the forests completely, in
contravention to the Forest Rights Act.
Hills and Mountains
The High Court of Uttarakhand in an order to a Public Interest Litigation banned overnight
stays in the Bugyals of Uttarakhand. The Bugyals of Uttarakhand are the traditional grazing
grounds of the pastoral and semi- pastoral communities of Uttarakhand. These communities
are not only dependent on the Bugyals for their grazing livelihoods, but also for income
from trekking tourism in the months of tourist season. Subsequent to the High Court order,
the State Forest Department passed an order to ban all overnight treks in the Bugyals. This
has severely hit the income of the local communities.
Gender & Sexuality
In a landmark judgment on 6 September 2018, India’s Supreme Court has decriminalised
homosexuality, striking down a colonial era law from 1861, saying homosexuality is not an
offense. The section 377, which dates back to 1861, had criminalised sexual activities that
are "against the order of nature." The law has been used to criminalise homosexuality in the
country, often impinging on the rights of the LGBTQ community in India.
Child
The Criminal Law (Amendment) Ordinance, 2018, allows courts to award death penalty to
those convicted of raping children below 12 years of age. For this the courts are required to
be set up to ensure better probe and swift prosecution of rape cases. The Law Ministry has
already cleared the proposal to amend the Protection of Children from Sexual Offence Act,
2012 for enhancing punishment in cases of sexual assault against young boys.
Women
Indian sex workers are not only seeking decriminalisation of their work but also want
inclusion in decision making and the right to life of dignity. All this has been reflected in the
Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill, 2018 which was
stalled in the parliamentary session in January 2019. This Bill has taken out consent from the
hands of the sex workers and her associates who now bear the burden of proving that they
are neither trafficked, nor are engaged in trafficking.

Governance
While Goa was awarded the Best State Award at India Today State of the States Conclave in
2018 in governance, tourism and economy, Tamil Nadu was awarded the best performing
state in the categories of ‘overall performance’, ‘maintenance of law and order’ and
‘tourism’. Tamil Nadu’s Human Development Index (HDI) was the second highest among
large States, and much higher than the national average because of the consistent level of
social sector expenditure in the areas of health, education, nutrition, welfare of women and
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children, the welfare of the differently abled, welfare of the Scheduled Castes and Tribes
and social security.
Goa’s beaches have become vulnerable with encroachments and other activities carried out.
In this context, the draft tourism master plan, 7 June 2013 issued by the Department of
Tourism for the state stressed that the focus of Goa tourism has to be on coastal tourism
with sustainability as the key factor. It recommends the regeneration of beaches as
identified and planned by the Goa Tourism Board (GTB).
The Central Government allowed India’s coasts to be made more accessible to tourism and
industrial infrastructure by approving the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Notification, 2018.
The approved notification will enhance activities in coastal regions, thereby promoting
economic growth while also respecting the conservation principles of these regions.
Foreign tourists can now directly fly to the Andaman and Nicobar Islands as the government
has designated Port Blair airport as an authorised immigration check post for entry into and
exit from India with valid travel documents. At the same time, a Parliamentary Committee
has favoured a policy wherein tourism in militancy-hit Jammu and Kashmir can be supported
and developed by giving tax sops for a given time period and ’weaned off slowly’.
Niti Aayog also suggested doing away with differential pricing for entry tickets to
monuments in the country. Entry ticket price for monuments in India are at least 10 times
more for foreign tourists compared to Indians. The document points that the higher ticket
price for non-Indians leads to losing out on a large segment of youth travellers.

On the other side, a Parliamentary panel has noted that glaciers in the Himalayan region are
retreating at an alarming rate and that there is a need to regulate tourism activities. It
recommended the Centre to make adequate financial allocation and infrastructure available
for an extensive study of the Himalayan ecosystem to measure the extent of glacial retreat
and the ways to mitigate its effects.
Local Governance was envisaged through the 73rd Constitutional Amendment Act of 1993.
This move was meant to strengthen Panchayati Raj institutions at the local level with
devolution of powers by the State. Local governmental institutions have an important role
to play in the day to day life of the citizens since they are responsible for basic amenities
primarily. With national General Elections advancing nearer, in the state like Tamil Nadu,
local body governance has found no place in the manifesto of major political parties.
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Social Groups
Children/Child
India has now become the ninth country to introduce a 'sex offender registry'. The National
Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) now maintains a database containing the names, addresses,
fingerprints, DNA samples and Aadhaar numbers of persons convicted of sexual offences.
Protecting male children also is being taken more seriously. After the rape committed
against the female child below 12 became a crime punishable by death, the Ministry of
Women and Child Development (MWCD) is set to move a proposal before the Cabinet to
enhance punishment in cases of sexual assault of male children as well. In a significant step
in favour of child protection in India, MWCD has announced the approval of the
recommendation regarding the declaration of criminal record for those applying for an
Indian visa is now mandatory by the Ministry of Home Affairs.
Women
India witnessed an aggressive campaign called ‘#Metoo’. It encouraged women to speak up
and share incidences of sexual harassment openly. The Ministry of Tourism launched a
campaign throughout its government's overseas offices to highlight that women are safe in
India after a poll of experts ranked the nation as the most dangerous country for women.
One of the most noteworthy events in this period has been the Supreme Court order
regarding the entry of women into Sabarimala. In spite of the Supreme Court order, there
were huge protests by self-appointed groups to bar the entry of women into the shrine.
However, what did not get too much media attention was the claim made by Adivasi
communities for community rights to the temple. In an open letter, several Adivasi
organizations declared that Sabarimala would be open to people of all genders and religions.
From the above trends, it is evident that the last year has thrown up many challenges,
stemming from the constantly changing regional, national and international socio - political
milieu. This year witnessed increasing violence, repression, widespread protests and
struggles across the nation. The trade policy debate in India continues to champion a neoliberal economic philosophy, disregarding questions of democratic accountability,
consultation, equity and community rights.
India has progressive policies on participation of women in local self-governance institutions.
However the reality of the influence they can wield and the implementation of the policies
leave much to be desired.
Communities and civil society have campaigned for years at the international and national
level around issues of local sustainability in tourism, responsibility in tourism plans, actions
and policies, increasing community participation and mitigating adverse impacts. While
some of these efforts have borne fruit in reforming policy on tourism, it has also led to the
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perpetration of novel concepts such as “responsible tourism”, “pro-poor tourism”, “fair trade
tourism” and “community-based tourism” which need to be interrogated closely. Often these
concepts do not question the flawed foundation on which tourism develops which is
investment-driven and also rarely seeks corporate accountability. The processes by which
these concepts get implemented in countries like India with high diversity and region
specificity might generate problems rather than solve them.

Our Work in 2018-2019
Networking and Collaboration
During this year, EQUATIONS has forged collaboration with diverse groups of organisations
and peoples movements. We have been in solidarity with people’s movements linked to
land, forest rights, coastal and environmental groups and unorganised sector (vendors,
artisans, sex workers). We have continued our engagement with central and state level
Ministries and other government bodies such as the Ministry of Tourism, Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Transport, Tourism and Culture, and with the Department of
Women and Child Development, Karnataka. Our engagement with tourism industry was
focused on building their capacity on the women and child issue in the context of tourism
and to facilitate a process that would enable them to develop and adopt child protection
policy. To build awareness on tourism issues with students and academics we engaged with
tourism teaching institutions and academic institutions. In solidarity with our international
partners, we have continued our engagement South Asia Regional Network on child and
tourism.

Institutions, Policies and Tourism Models
During this year, EQUATIONS has focused its efforts to build leadership of local communities
to challenge the mainstream tourism development and to analyse and influence state and
central tourism policies and schemes, with the objective to making them more
representative of people’s aspirations of tourism. EQUATIONS organised many local level
meetings /workshops to ensure that tourism development are brought into the agenda of
Local Self Governing Institutions. We along with our collaborating organizations have
engaged with the festival tourism is being promoted at Chadong, Shirui and Ukhrul. In Webi
village of Andaman, EQUATIONS and its collaboration organisations have been able to
mobile communities to undertake clean up drives in tourist locations and have initiated a
perception survey of tourism. An assessment of community involvement in and ownership
with a special focus on women, across different models of Community Based Tourism in
Himachal Pradesh was undertaken during this year.
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EQUATIONS continued its work in the Kumirmari island of the Sundarbans in West Bengal.
Taking our work forward, this year the capacity building on bird watching was provided to
the community members and community meeting on importance of conservation was
conducted. A paper on ‘Accessing Community Rights and Livelihoods through Tourism’
submitted to International Publisher of Information Science and Technology Research (IGI
Global) has been accepted and printed in the book - ‘Environmental Impacts of Tourism in
Developing Nations’. The work with the Kumirmari Jana Paryatan Samiti hit a temporary
road block as there were Panchayat elections and a new members need to be elected /
selected to the Committee.

Tourism Model – Alternative Tourism
EQUATIONS along with other collaborating organisations has organised ‘Understanding
Community-based Tourism’- A workshop for community members interested in building
alternative initiatives for responsible travel in the Western Himalayas. We also co-organised
a 2-day meeting on alternative tourism that was attended by about 20 people from Delhi
and other parts of Uttarakhand including Darma, Beas and Gorai valleys.

Economics of Tourism
This programme is primarily concerned with the implications of tourism on the local
economy, tourism industry imperatives on tourism development and macroeconomic issues
of tourism finance. Not having a person working in this thematic for a long period of time
has affected our progress in this area. We have participated in various workshops like ’Work and Dignity: A workshop on labour policy, labour rights and labour struggles’, held in
Palampur; an International conference on ‘Changing Contour of Women's Paid and Unpaid
Work’, TISS Mumbai and ‘People’s Convention on Infrastructure Financing: A People’s
Response to AIIB Annual Meeting’, Mumbai during this year.

Ecosystems, Communities and Tourism
This programme works on tourism in natural spaces such as forests, coasts, hills and
mountains and critically examines the effects of tourism and related policies on the
environment and local communities.
We continue to work on the ‘Tourism in Protected Areas’. Our work included raising some
important questions based on our research about the eviction of Adivasis from forests in the
name of eco-tourism, impact of tourism on the very biodiversity it is marketing upon. During
this year, the draft report on Fort tourism in Maharashtra was completed. Three papers (for
which we sent abstracts in the previous reporting year) – Rapid Impact Assessment of Sigur
Plateau, Tamil Nadu, paper proposing a methodology for assessment of tourism carrying
capacity in India and a paper on Community Based Tourism in Kumirmari were submitted to
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IGI have been accepted and printed in the book – Environmental Impacts of Tourism in
Developing Nations.
On the Coastal Tourism, EQUATIONS has been tracking of Environmental Appraisal
Committee (EAC) meetings to identify projects related to tourism along the coast. We have
previously worked on one tourism project: ‘Opus Laguna Golf and Beach Resort’ along
Karnataka coast at Benre Village in Mangalore. A short write up on the project was also
given for inclusion in a report to the Department of Planning Govt. of Karnataka, regarding
implementation of SDG 14. EQUATIONS is working on tourism aspect of Blue Economy and
its impacts on the locals depending on the coasts for their livelihood.

Governance, Law and Tourism
This programme studies local self-governments and their role in tourism development,
helping them exercise their rights and play an active role in developing guidelines and
mechanisms to strengthen local regulations of tourism.
Parastatal Bodies have been formed to take decisions which have an effect of often over
riding the Local Self Governing Institutions (LSGI’s), for example Area Development
Authorities, etc. EQUATIONS has been researching on Parastatal bodies (PSBs) in tourism in
Hampi and Mamallapuram regions.
We attended a meeting with MLC (members of legislative assembly) and Local Authorities
to discuss about the core issues of strengthening local governments to uphold grassroots
democracy and the MLC’s raised the issue of the Hampi draft Master Plan during the
Belgaum Assembly session.
EQUATIONS work on Hampi has been strengthened this year. In August 2018 HWHAMA
issued a fresh notification in a local newspaper regarding the preparation of revised Hampi
Local Planning Area Master Plan for the 29 villages under their jurisdiction. The authority
sought public opinion within 60 days from the date of announcement. EQUATIONS’
facilitated a process of engaging with the local community and helping in thinking together
on their future course of action.

Society, Culture and Tourism
The Society, Culture and Tourism programme works with the tourism industry, the local
communities and concerned groups in and around tourism regions on issues of protecting
the interests, rights and entitlements of children, women in general and the marginalised
groups on the principles of equity, social justice, decentralisation and democratic inclusion.
A study is underway to understand the relationship between caste and tourism and the
complexities within the tourism industry. Our future interventions would depend on the
findings of the research.
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We continued to orient varied groups of tourism service providers on child protection issues,
laws, reporting mechanisms, inviting them to present their engagement in preventing SECTT
at National conference (2018). In June 2018 EQUATIONS was invited to be part of the first
global summit on child protection in travel and tourism in Bogota. In June 2018 we also
participated and engaged in the First National conference of Sexual Exploitation of Children
in Travel and Tourism in India with varied groups of Tourism Service Providers.
In September 2018, EQUATIONS was invited to represent India at the Day of General
Discussion – Committee on Child Rights in Geneva and present the importance of child
protection in travel and tourism. In November 2018, where Tourism service providers made
a commitment that despite profession and professional differences – they will all work
towards preventing any form of child exploitation in travel and tourism. In March 2019, the
Sub-Divisional Magistrate of Khajuraho had issued an order to all tourism service providers
to adopt the child protection policy for their own operations. The tourism service providers
pledged to develop their own code of conduct and adhere to it and report cases.
The women in sex work paper has thrown light on the historicity of sex work in India and the
tourism destination, the way sex work in tourism destinations has been perceived by the
government authorities, the tourism planners, the tourism industry stakeholders and the
media. The findings of this paper has shown that tourism is responsible for creating
vulnerabilities of women and that the tourism patterns, spaces and regulations along with
the government authorities have no accountabilities towards the vulnerabilities it creates.

Tourism Resource Centre
The Tourism Resource Centre plays a vital role of managing and disseminating of
information and of EQUATIONS’ original resources, internal capacity building, research
support, communication and external engagement. We continue to track national and
tourism online news from papers and magazines which are stored in a repository, which aids
in our work. In the past one year we have disseminated 6316 of EQUATIONS publications
through various meetings, workshops organised and attended by us. The first phase of our
communication strategy focusing on internal systems for communication and
documentation has been completed. We are now looking forward to having a new website
and also see EQUATIONS presence in social media. Our outreach programme targeting
students, organisations, media, the tourism industry and Corporates will be the focus of our
future work. We engaged with five colleges and one school and a group of seven
organisations through a media workshop on the issues and impacts of tourism
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Reflections: looking back and looking forward
Our critical engagements on tourism policies and issues in the previous years have resulted
in different Ministries and State governments reverting to us on our critique and at times
incorporating our views and positions. The strategy of working with external researchers
particularly those linked with communities and movements has been important. It does
make the working together more complex but we believe that in the long run it reflects
ground issues much better and builds stronger networks.

Moving ahead
● Strengthening our existing network and building new partnerships:
We will continue to network with diverse groups such as fisher folks, women selfhelp groups, women’s rights groups, trade unions, political parties, advocates,
students, academicians, youth clubs and other civil society formations, the print and
electronic media, government departments, trade unions and tourism industry.
● Work with movements and struggles: Supporting it with research which would be
collaborative in nature and taking ahead advocacy plans jointly.
● Influencing policy: Take forward our engagement with government, policy makers,
and bodies such as the Planning Commission, state commissions and tourism
industry.
● Launching campaigns of tourism: its impact on communities and their livelihood
● Engagement with tourism industry: Intensifying our engagement with tourism
industry to influence change in their policy and practices that upholds just and
equitable tourism practices
● Strengthening outreach: an innovative outreach and dissemination strategy
leveraging on our website as an active resource and diversification of our
stakeholder base.
● Diversification of funding sources: Broad basing funding sources and developing
strong internal capacity of programme coordinators to source grant money that
meets strategic objectives of programmes.

Key Funding support
Our core donors - Bread for the World and Misereor have continued to provide critical
support to our Work on People Centred Tourism in India.
The Down to Zero project is funded by the Defence for Children (ECPAT Netherlands) who in
turn are supported by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. ECPAT International supported
our work building the India Coalition against Sexual Exploitation of Children in India.
We received a grant from Global Labour Justice towards a comprehensive analysis of the
selected hotels in Bengaluru and Ahmedabad.
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Internal Complaints Committee
EQUATIONS has an Internal Complaints Committee formed under The Sexual Harassment of
Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act 2013. The committee
comprises of three members from the Equation staff team and one external member. There
were no complaints filed with the committee during the period 2018-2019.

Child Protection Committee
EQUATIONS has set up a Child Protection Committee with three members - two from the
EQUATIONS’ staff team and one external member from a child Rights NGOs. There were no
complaints filed with the committee during the period 2018-2019.
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
Balance Sheet as on 31.03.2019
Current Assets

Amount in Rs.

Fixed Assets

36,20,787

Investments

33,70,000

Loan, Advances and Deposits

12,52,247

Cash and Bank Balance

26,64,313

Total Assets

1,09,07,347

Current liabilities

Amount in Rs.

Capital Fund

36,20,787

Corpus Fund

40,000

General Fund

30,98,624

Staff Fund

3,34,188

Project Fund

33,50,658

Other Liabilities

4,63,090

Total Liabilities

1,09,07,347

Income and Expenditure account for the period ended 31.03.2019
Income

Amount in Rs.

Grants and Donations

1,61,53,141

Interest

2,99,096

Other Income

30,576

Total Income

1,64,82,813

Expenditure

Amount in Rs.

Project expenses

1,61,53,141

Institutional expenses

8,93,109

Depreciation

4,03,064

Total Expenditure

Excess of Expenditure over Income
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Events that saw EQUATIONS’ Participation
Meetings
April 2018
● Public talk by Jairam Ramesh at the SCM House, Bangalore on 13th April, 2018,
addressing the draft National Forest Policy.
● EQUATIONS facilitated a panel discussion at the National Institute of Advanced
Studies, Bangalore on ‘Displacement in Tourism’ on 20th April, 2018. The panel
discussion was a part of the international Displacements Conference, organized by
the Society of Cultural Anthropology.
● Meeting of the Coalition for Environmental Justice in Bangalore held between 23rd24th April, 2018.
● Youth consultation in Kolkata on 11th-12th April 2018
● Youth consultation in Kolkata 26-27th April 2018
May 2018
● Public consultation on death penalty for child sexual abuse organised by Alternative
Law Forum, Amnesty India, Center For Law and Policy Research, CIEDS Collective,
Enfold India, PUCL. SICHREM on the 5th of May at Jain University, auditorium, Palace
Road, Bengaluru, Karnataka.
A workshop on
Community Media
was conducted for
organisations and
students from
Shivamoga district
with the focus on
“Understanding
Tourism in the
Western Ghats” 2nd
to 4th May, 2018.
This was using the
workshop as an
opportunity to build
perspectives on the
issues and impacts of
tourism.
● NGT roundtable meeting in Dehradun, 10-13 May 2018
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● National Consultation on the draft Coastal Regulation Zone Notification, 2018
organised by the National Fishworkers Forum and Maharashtra Machimar Kriti
Samiti at Mumbai on 21st May, 2018. EQUATIONS presented a critique of the draft
notification from the perspective of tourism.
● Participating in “Understanding Budget Rights, Policy and Advocacy: SC/ST
Component Plan & Gender Budgets” organised by NCDHR
● Participating in “Work and Dignity: A workshop on labour policy, labour rights and
labour struggles” organised by Sambhaavnaa

● EQUATIONS took part in National Consultation on CRZ 2018 (Draft ) organized by
National Fishworkers Forum at Mumbai on 15th May 2018.
June 2018
● ECPAT General Assembly Meeting Bogota, Colombia , 3rd- 12th June 2018
● A session on Tourism Carrying Capacity was conducted by EQUATIONS for forest
officers at Jungle Lodges and Resorts on 7th June 2018.It was an interactive session
where there was a lot of debate on the understanding of carrying capacity.
● People's Conference on Infrastructure Financing, Mumbai, on 21-22 June 2018
● Round Table to map organisations working on Child protection issues in Madhya
Pradesh on 21 June 2018 and in Karnataka on 30th June 2018
July 2018
● CWC- Gram Panchayat Hakkotaya Andolan organised a meeting with MLC’s of
Karnataka on Gram Swaraj and Panchayat Raj Act 2015, on 2nd July 2018 in which
EQUATIONS was a key participant.
● International Conference on Changing Contour of Women's Paid and Unpaid Work,
TISS, Mumbai on 12-13 July 2018
August 2018
● Meeting on the campaign ‘Baten Aman Ki’ to counter the culture of hate’ along with
women groups and people’s network on the 16th of August 2018, at Vimochana,
Bengaluru, Karnataka.
● A workshop for understanding Community Based Tourism was conducted by
EQUATIONS for community members interested in building alternative initiatives for
responsible travelling in the Western Himalayas, organised by Sambhavana Institute,
Himadhara and Equitable Tourism Options (EQS) between the 31st August to 3rd
September 2018 in Sambhava Institute of Public Policy, Palampur, and Himachal
Pradesh.
September 2018
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● Meeting with National Commission for the Protection of Child Rights, Government of
India 3rd- 4th September
● We were invited by Roshni Nilaya, Mangalore to talk to the students on the issues
and impacts of Tourism. We had a session on the topic with a focus on prevention of
child sexual exploitation in Travel & Tourism on 5th September 2018.
● Meeting on shelter homes organised by Association for Promoting Social Action,
Wednesday, September 12, 2018
● Participation at the Day of General Discussion in Geneva (DGD) 25th to 30th
September 2018
● Meeting to discuss about upcoming Master plan and notice sent by HWHAMA, on
the 24th-26th September 2018, Koppal, Karnataka
● The Ministry of Tourism,
Government of India, invited us
to conduct workshops on
Swachh Bharat Mission, for
Loyola College, SRM College,
Vaishno College, and IHM
Chennai on Swachh Bharat
Mission as part of Swatchhta
Pakhwada on the 16th-30th of
September 2018 in Chennai. We
took this opportunity to bring
awareness on the caste issues in
such programmes.
● Understanding Tourism Carrying Capacity’ EQUATIONS facilitated a panel discussion
titled ‘Too much or too little?’ at the Student Conference for Conservation Science in
the Indian Institute of Science on 30th September, 2018 where academicians,
practitioners , CSO’s and students came together to form an understanding of
Tourism Carrying Capacity
October 2018
● Joint consultation on Caste Discrimination in South India & An Exploratory Study of
Discrimination based on Non-Normative Genders and Sexualities (Public spaces and
accommodations team) on 12th-14th of October 2018 in Bangalore organized by
Alternative Law Forum and the TISS Mumbai, Women’s Studies department in Indian
Social Institute, Benson Town, Bengaluru.
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The people of Webi and
surrounding villages of
Andamans wanted to have
an understanding of
tourism since with the
NITI- Aayog notification;
tourism was going to be a
part of their lives.
EQUATIONS facilitated a
two day workshop on
“Understanding Tourism”
in collaboration with
Dakshin Foundation on
26th and 27th October,
2019.

November 2018

● Meeting with the Karnataka Forest Department to raise concerns regarding the
drafting of Vision 2030 document, on 2nd November, 2019, Bangalore.
● EQUATIONS made a presentation on child protection in travel and tourism at a
meeting with Law enforcement officers in Bihar on 14th and 15th November 2018.
● EQUATIONS participated in ‘International Conference on Rurality, Ruralism & Rural
Tourism’, 15th-17th November 2018, organized and hosted by the Department of
Tourism & Hospitality Management -Jamia Millia Islamia.
● EQUATIONS was invited
to talk about
“Sustainability in Tourism”
at the event ‘Sustainable
Drinks’, on 20th
November, 2018,
organized by Ecofolks at
Humming Tree, Bangalore.
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● Launch of communication materials and meeting with tourism service providers and
Government representatives to develop a child protection in tourism Charter for
Khajuraho 20th to 24th November 2018
● Participated in the Annual Core group meeting held by the national Vikalp Sangam
held on 26th & 27th Nov 2018.
December 2018
● Meeting to respond to draft EIA Notification of Western Ghats, on 1st December,
2018, organized by the Save the Western Ghats movement in Goa.
● A Conference on ‘Global Financial Crises: A Decade after Lehman’ with a Focus on
the Global South organised by Economic Research Foundation, Centre for Financial
Accountability and on December 3-4, 2018
● EQUATIONS participated in the ECPAT South Asia Regional Meeting in Bangkok, 3rd
and 4th December 2018 and advocated for an amendment to ensure meaningful
participation of children, adolescents and youth in the ECPAT decision making
processes with adequate budget allocation and age-appropriate capacity building
opportunities for young people.
● Meeting with MLCs for Local Authorities to discuss about the core issues of
Panchayats, on 11th December 2018, Belgaum, Karnataka.

Facilitated sessions on
“Sustainable Tourism” for
students in December,
2018,
for
Legacy
International School.

● Meeting

with
Panchayat
members of 10 different districts of Karnataka and organisations who work for the
strengthening of local governance, on 10th December 2018, in Belgaum, Karnataka.
● EQUATIONS received an invitation to present at two sessions at a Workshop Tourism
2025, 17-19 December 2018, Bengaluru. The workshop is being organised by the
Department of Tourism Travel of St Joseph's College, India Tourism (Ministry of
Tourism) and Dharthi.
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● Presentation of a critique of the tourism industry and on alternatives of tourism at
the Educational Conclave organised by Dayapuram Educational and Cultural Centre
December 20-21, 2018.
● EQUATIONS facilitated a two-day CSO capacity enhancement workshop on
understanding child protection in travel and tourism on 22nd and 23rd December
2018.
● Participation in the 60th Annual conference, Indian Society Of Labour Economics
organised by Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research in Mumbai 19th to
21st December 2018
● Workshop with ATSEC Coordinators on SECTT in Kolkata 19th to 26th December
2018
● CSO capacity enhancement meeting for Kolkata Eastern and North Eastern DTZ, on
21- 23 December 2018.
January 2019
● EQUATIONS participated in SATTE (South Asia Travel and Tourism Exchange), 2019
held in Delhi from January 16 - 18, 2019.
February 2019
● National Conference and Biodiversity Festival on Western Ghats, 1-3rd February,
2019 was organized by the Save the Western Ghats movement, at Coimbatore.
EQUATIONS made a presentation on the impacts of tourism in the Western Ghats as
a part of a session on “Tourism, Infrastructure and Land use change in Western
Ghats”.
● Meeting for the formation of Friends of the Earth (India) network, on 8th February,
2019, organized by People for Social Action, New Delhi.

● EQUATIONS was invited by the Sub-Divisional Magistrate of Chhattarpur District to
explore the possibility of drafting out a child protection policy for Chhattarpur
district with special focus on Khajuraho as a tourism destination, 6th to 9th February
2019.
● A 5 day workshop on ‘Tourism
Development in Uttarakhand and
the Himalayan States - Present
Trends, and Strategies for
Developing an Alternative
Approach’ which involved capacity
building on tourism development
analysis for Himalayan Ark and
others from Munsiyari Valley,
Uttarakhand was conducted on
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23rd-27th Feb collaboratively organised by Himalayan Ark, Munsiyari and
EQUATIONS in Munsiyari (Uttarakhand)
● EQUATIONS facilitated a two-day workshop with 30 child rights organizations to
develop the National Child Protection policy in 22nd to 25th February 2019.
March 2019
● Meeting with Kumrimari Jan Paryatan Samiti(KJPS), Kumirmari panchayat and
Sundarban Jana Sramajibi Manch (SJSM) in Kumirmari Sundarbans on 30th March
2019
● EQUATIONS was invited as a
panellist to address child
protection in travel and
tourism from an Indian
perspective, at the ITB, Berlin,
4th to 9th March 2019. The
panel was organized by
ECPAT International and
ECPAT- Germany as part of
the 14th POW-WOW for
Tourism Professionals at the
ITB Berlin, March 2019.

Publications
● Printing and Dissemination of Child Protection Campaign materials in English & Hindi
● Calling to Account - English Reprint
● Local Hospitality - English (Reprint)
● Envisioning Tourism - English

Visual and audio materials
● Artisans(Fact sheet)- English (Reprint)
● Street Vendors - Making Tourism Work For All (Poster)- English (Reprint)
● EQS Brochure (Reprint)

Papers and Statements
● Submitted a critique on the draft National Forest Policy, 2018 to the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Science and Technology in May, 2018.
● Submitted a critique of the draft Coastal Regulation Zone Notification, 2018 to the
Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change in June, 2018.
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● Submitted a critique of the draft Karnataka Private Conservancies Policy and Rules,
2018 to the Karnataka Forest Department in September, 2018.
● Submitted a response to the draft EIA Notification of Western Ghats issued by the
Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change on 3rd October, 2018 in
December, 2018.
● Submitted a response to the order dated 13.02.2019 of the Supreme Court in WP No.
109/2008 to the Ministry of Tribal Affairs and the Ministry of Environment, Forests
and Climate Change in March, 2019.

Press Release
● Tourism and Plastic: Exploring the Contours for World Environment Day for 5th June
2018, Travel Biz monitor.
● Tourism contributes to the growth & sustainability of the destinations & CommunityMyth or Truth on 25th January 2019 National Tourism day.
● Trafficking & tourism on 8th March 2019 International Women’s Day.

Training and Staff Capacity Building
● Swathi Seshadri attended the Task, Role, System Workshop organised by organised
by Group Relations India (GRI) with Human and Institutional Development Forum
(HIDF) in Bengaluru on 18-20th April 2018
● A workshop on writing for Media facilitated by Nino was held for the staff team on
June 14, 2018.
● Nayana Udayashankar and Durang Bosu Mallick attended the GRC conference titled
“Meeting the Other-Meeting oneself” organised by Group Relations India (GRI) with
Human and Institutional Development Forum (HIDF) between 24th June to 1st July
2018.Nino Charles attended a Misereor Partner-Workshop on Resource Mobilization
on 18th - 21st September 2018.
● Swathi Seshadri conducted a workshop on ‘Understanding Budgets’ for the staff on
7th September and 4th October 2018
● The movie Gringo Trails was screened for the reading group session on October 5th
(4 pm), followed by a discussion on the life cycle of a tourism location.
● Theresa Lobo and James from the finance department attended NAN Convention in
Secunderabad, Andhra Pradesh 21-23 Nov 2018
● Joyatri Ray from EQUATIONS along with the Down to Zero alliance member Sanlaap,
was part of the learning visit to Indonesia as part of the Down to Zero Project to
learn and conduct a peer review on engagement of the private sector in addressing
child protection issues in Indonesia from 25th November till 2nd December 2019.
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● Swathi Seshadri & Sudhamshu Mithra attended a capacity building and sensitisation
programme - 'Understanding Islam', from 6th - 9th December 2018 organised by HID
Forum in collaboration with Muslim Women’s Forum and Visthar.
● On the 29th of December 2018, we had a movie screening on issues of weavers
followed by discussion as part of our reading group.
● Kavitha M attended a workshop on ‘Listening to the unconscious in self, groups &
systems (LTTUC),’ offered/ organised by Group Relations India (GRI) with Human and
Institutional Development Forum (HIDF), Chennai, Tamil Nadu, 23rd to 26th January
2019
● Induction to new staff- Kausiki Sharma Sophia Vijay, Sudarshan Singh Bisht, Vivek
Rakotu and Mohammed Sirajuddeen
.

EQUATIONS’ TEAM
Managing Committee (2018-2019)
Sl
No

Name

Designation

1

Mario Pinto Almeida

President

2

K T Suresh

Secretary

3

Mahesh Lobo

Treasurer

4

TT Sreekumar

Member

5

Haritha Sarma

Member

6

Aditi Chanchani

Director, (ex-officio)

7

James N

Staff Representative, (ex-officio)*

8

Durang Basu Mullick

Staff Representative, (ex-officio)*

* for part of the year
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Staff Team
Sl No

Programme

Programme Coordinator / Incharge

Team Members

1

Institutions, Policies and
Tourism Models

Swathi Seshadri

Aditi Chanchani / Rajesh
Ranjan / Sudhamshu Mitra /
Sudarshan Singh Bisht

2

Ecosystems, Communities
and Tourism

Swathi Seshadri*

Chidananda G */ Nayana
Udayshankar

3

Economics of Tourism

Swathi Seshadri

Vivek Rakotu*

4

Governance, Law and
Tourism

Aditi Chanchani

Kavitha M/ Mohammed
Sirajuddeen*

5

Society, Culture and Tourism

Joyatri Ray#

Durang Basu Mullick

6

Tourism Resource Centre

Nino Charles

Kavitha M / Sophia Vijay*

7

Research

Swathi Seshadri

9

Institutional Support Services

Nayana Udayshankar*

Admin

Theresa Florina Lobo

HR

Moushumi Dhar*

Finance

Theresa Florina Lobo

# part time staff

James*

* for part of the year
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Short Term / Project Based Contracts
Sl.No

Name of Staff

Programme

1

Ananya Dasgupta

Research on Parastatal Bodies
(Governance, Law and Tourism)

2

Avinash Kuduvalli

Communication Strategy (Tourism Resource Centre)

and

Tourism

Translation and Transcription Support
· Anil Kumar
· Sridhar K R

· Kishore Kumar
· Rita

· Chinmay Mishra

Design and Communication Support
· National Printing Press

· Smriti Chanchani
· Anjora Noronha

· Avinash Kuduvalli

· Shaswathi Balasubramanian
· Narayan
. Rohan J
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Interns / Volunteers and their Work
Sl Name
N
o

Academic
course

Institution

Period
(weeks)

Details

Programme
worked with

1

Bachelor of
Travel and
Tourism
Management
course

Pazhassi
Raja college
in Wayanad,
affiliated to
Calicut
University,
Kerala.

21st Dec
2018 till
20th
January
2019

Finalising a
manual for
Corporate
Monitoring of
the
Accommodation
Sector

Economics
of Tourism

MBA
Tourism

Pondicherry
University

8th May
to 22nd
June
2018

Community
based Tourism
initiative in
Kumirmari and
will focus on
developing
resource and
activity map

Institution ,
Policies and
Tourism
Models

Master’s
degree in
Environment
al Economics

Department
of
Economics
and
Statistics

20th
February
to 30th
April
2019.

‘Literature
review on
Environmental
Impacts of
Religious
Tourism’

E Joshu
Ajoon

2
Keshav
Sharma

3

Diego
Benedetto

'Cognate de
Martiis'
University of
Turin.
Jindal Global 25th June
University, to 22nd
Sonipat.
July 2018.

Elizabeth
Satish

BA LLB

Nitin Sai
Krishna

MBA Tourism National
Institute of
Tourism and
Hospitality
Managemen
t, Hyderabad
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Institution ,
Policies and
Tourism
Models

‘Analysis of cases
in Court
regarding Hotels
and Labour
Issues in India

Economics
of Tourism

‘Literature
review on
Tourism Issues in
the Western
Ghats’

Ecosystems,
Communitie
s and
Tourism
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ABBREVIATIONS
A&NI – Andaman and Nicobar Islands

MLPA –
Authority

ADB – Asian Development Bank

Mamallapuram

Local

MNTDA – Mamallapuram
Development Authority

ALF – Alternative Law Forum

ASI – Archaeological Survey of India
ATSEC – Action against Trafficking and Sexual
Exploitation of Children
CBT – Community based tourism

Planning

New

Town

MoEFCC – Ministry of Environment, Forest and
Climate Change
MoT – Ministry of Tourism

MoU – Memorandum of Understanding

CINI – Child in Need Institute
CRZ – Coastal Regulation Zone

CSEC – Commercial Sexual Exploitation of
Children
CWC – Concerned for Working Children
CWH – Critical Wildlife Habitats

CZMP – Coastal Zone Management Plans
e-TV – e-Tourist Visa

ECPAT – End Child Prostitution and Trafficking
EDII – Entrepreneurship Development Institute
of India

MoU – Memorandum of Understanding

MPISSR – M P Institute of Social Science
Research
MWCD – Ministry of Women and Child
Development

NACG – National Action and Coordinating
Group against Violence against Women and
Children
NCDHR – National Campaign for Dalit Human
Rights

ESA – Ecologically Sensitive Areas

NCPCR – National Commission
Protection of Child Rights

ESOI – Ecotourism Society of India

NETDC – North East Tourism Development
Council

GIS – Geographic Information System
GP – Gram Panchayats

HNA – Himalayan Niti Abhiyan
HRCE - Hindu
Endowments

Religious

and

Charitable

HRIDAY – National Heritage City Development
and Augmentation
HWHAMA – Hampi World Heritage Area
Management Authority
IACR – India Alliance for Child Rights

INASEC – India Network Against Sexual
Exploitation of Children,
IP – Indigenous Perspectives
JJS – Jan Jagran Sansthan

for

the

NER – North East Region

NGT – National Green Tribunal
NTG – National Task Group

NTUI – New Trade Union Initiative
PMKVY – Pradhan Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana

POCSO – Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences Act 2012
PPP – Public Private Partnerships

PRASAD – Pilgrimage Rejuvenation
Spirituality Augmentation Drive

and

PRI – Panchayati Raj Institutions
RTI – Right to Information

SASY – Social Awareness for Society and Youth

JNU – Jawaharlal Nehru University

SCCS – Students’ Conference on Conservation
Sciences

KHAMIR – Kachchh Heritage, Art, Music,
Information and Resources

SCPCR – State Commission for the Protection of
Child Rights

KJPS – Kumirmari Jan Paryatan Samiti

SCSP – Scheduled Castes Sub Plan

MLA – Member of Legislative Assembly

SDGs - Sustainable Development Goals
SEA – Society for Education and Action
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SJSM – Sundarbans Jan Shramjeevi Manch
STOP – STOP Trafficking and Oppression of
Children & Women
TAAF – Tourism Alert and Action Forum
TCC – Tourism Carrying Capacity
TIA – Tourism Impact Assessment
TRC – Tourism Resource Centre
TSO – Travelling Sex Offenders
TSP – Tribal Sub-Plan
UNESCO – United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization
UNICEF – United Nations Children's Fund
UNWTO – World Tourism Organisation
VSS – Vikas Samvad Samiti
WWF – World Wildlife Fund
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